In this note we shall study the univalenoe of the funotions F, G if f, g belong to some spaoial subclasses of S defined as follows (see for example [7] ) S*(y,<f) -|f eSi Re(e i<p arcos v, 8 c u|,
where <P 6 (-f . f). t e <0,1).
2. Proofs of our fundamental results are based upon the following easily justifiable facts that we state as lemmas. Lemma 1. If f eS*(y, <p) and s Q is fixed point of the disc U, then
<p is a function of the class S*(f,<p). Using the equality zg'(z) • f{z), z e U t geC(f,<p), feS (?,?),wa obtain tha following result.
L a m ffl a 2. If he Off,?) and z Q is fixed point of the disc U, then the function g such that
is the function of the class C(f,<f). where a = e" 2^ -cos tp. Using arbitrary z Q , z Q e U, and putting zQ = z,we arrive at 
